Streak artifact reduction in filtered backprojection using a level line-based interpolation method.
Because of the limited number of projections, the mathematic reconstruction formula of the filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm may create an artifact that streaks reconstructed images. This artifact can be imperfectly removed by replacing the ramp filter of the FBP with an ad hoc low-pass filter, the cost being the loss of contrast and definition. In this study, a solution was proposed to increase, by computational means, the number of projections to reduce the artifact at a lower cost. The cost was a postacquisition process, which was reasonably time consuming. The process was called interpolation of projections by contouring (IPC). First, level lines were plotted on the sinogram to delimit isocount regions; then, the regions containing the interpolated points were found, and to each point was assigned the intensity of its isocount region. Using this process, the data could be resampled, allowing an increase in the number of projections or the number of pixels by projections. A phantom study of bone scintigraphy was performed to compare the slices obtained with and without the IPC process with the true image. A clinical case was also presented. The phantom study showed that with the IPC process, the reconstructed slice was closer to the model, inside and outside the body, when the sinogram was resampled to multiply by 2 or 3 the number of projections, with the same number of pixels per projection. In the clinical study, the streak artifact was reduced, especially outside the body, although only a ramp filter was used. The IPC process succeeded in reducing the streak artifact. This process did not require any modification in acquisition and was not operator dependent. The increase in the number of projections is likely a necessary but not a sufficient condition to reduce the streak artifact: if not corrected, the attenuation could be a limiting factor in the removal of this artifact when the number of projections increases.